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Assignment 5: Basic Queries
Bike lanes in Boston
The Project: The City of Boston is planning on starting a bike sharing program called Bixi Bikes for the
city. However, the city’s infrastructure for bikes is lacking, and must be improved before the program is
to be put in place. They need to do a study in order to determine how many miles of separate bike trails
already exist within the city; then, they must choose the roads that will be best for adding new bike lanes
to.
The Criteria:
The city wishes to start by placing bike lanes only on roads that have:





Little truck traffic
Low speed limits
Good right shoulders
Flat terrain

These new lanes would also ideally connect to the already existing bike paths around the city.
The Data:
Bike Trails, MassGIS, Tufts Data Server
Roads ( EOTROADS_ARC) MassGIS, Tufts Data Server
Boston Wards and Precincts, Boston GIS, Tufts Data Server
The Steps:
The city first wants to know how many miles of bike trails
already exist within the city.


Select by location: The bike trail data is for all of
Massachusetts, but we are looking only at the city of
Boston. So I must select only bike trails within
Boston Wards and Precincts:
o (Note: I originally tried selecting features
within wards and precincts, but for some
reason this was not selecting the majority of
the bike paths within Boston. By doing the
“intersect” option, I come up with all the
bike trails within Boston, plus a few that
extend a short ways outside of the city. I
think that for this analysis this is accurate
enough.)



Statistics: Then, using statistics on the SHAPE_LEN (Shape length) field, I find that the total
length is 119767.749237…meters, because the data frame and layer are both in meters.



Field Calculator However, I was looking for bike
path mileage. So, I created a new field and used
the field calculator to find the mileage:



Statistics: And, using statistics, I now know that
the total mileageof the selected features is
74.42008 miles.

Now, I will start to select the roads with potential for new bike lanes.



Select by location: Select all roads within Boston Wards and Precincts.
Select by attribute: First I want to get rid of all highways and interstates, so I select by
attribute those roads that are not Interstates or US Highways
o RouteSystem
 I = Interstate
 US = US Highway
 SR = State Route
 0 = Not a numbered route



Select by attribute: From that selection, I also want to remove designated truck routes
(classifications 1 and 2)
o Truck Route
 0 = Not a parkway - not on a designated truck route
 1 = Designated truck route under Federal Authority in 23 CFR 658 Available to
STAA vehicles (Twin 28' Semi-trailer-trailer and 48' Semi-trailer combinations)
 2 = Designated truck route ONLY under State Authority. Fully available to both
types of STAA vehicles described above
 3 = Department of Conservation and Recreation Parkway – No trucks allowed



Select by attribute: the speed limit
should be at no more than 35 mph.
o SpeedLimit
 MinValue: 5
 MaxValue: 65





Select by attribute: Separate bike
lanes will be placed on the right
shoulder; we want only roads with
stable shoulders (NOT class 0 or 3)
o RightShoulderType:
Type of shoulder on the
right side of the road
traveling in the primary
(NB/EB) direction of travel
 0 = No Shoulder
 1 = Stable Unruttable
compacted subgrade
 2 = Unstable
shoulder
 3 = Hardened
bituminous mix or
penetration
 4= Combination
shoulder

Select by attribute: Finally, we want
to select roads with a relatively flat
terrain, avoiding hills.
o Terrain
 1 = Level
 2 = Rolling
 3 = Mountainous

Selected roads:

The new bike lanes would also ideally intersect with the existing bike trails. However, I discovered that
when I select by location for those roads that intersect with the bike lane layer, only the small segment of
the road which crosses is selected. Therefore, this function will not be useful in this context.

The analysis: With the best roads for bike lanes now selected, I want to know how many total miles of
road this is, using statistics for the Assigned Length field:

The total is 29.27 miles.
However, we must prioritize which roads are best.
Looking at the map, many of these selections are
only tiny, disconnected segments; upon further
examination of the attribute table, I realize that
the roads are listed as line segments, not as
complete roads. So, using summarize, I can group
those roads together based upon the StreetName
field.

Looking at this summary, it is clear that only 3
roads have more than a mile combined of suitable
segments, which seems the minimum to merit a
separate bike lane:

The conclusions:
Boston already has 74.42008 miles of existing, separate bike trails. Based upon this analysis, it would be
possible to add 7.4621 miles more of on-street separate bike lanes. However, upon looking at the map, it
is also obvious that the most suitable roads (such as Soldier’s Filed Road) already have existing bike trails
running parallel:

Therefore, this method of selection is not the best for choosing where to site new bike lanes on Boston’s
roads. A better method might involve a process of community input from people who already cycle in the
community, and on-the-ground research combined with GIS mapping using ortho imagery in
combination with the layers used in this analysis.

